
Worker (N 1) 

 

 

 

 

 

1. shirt with a short sleeve. Color: grey melange. 8-10-cm printed on the chest. Texture: 100% 

cotton.  

 

2. The coat is short, has a straight silhouette, the work is made in two colors, 3 cm high visibility 

retroreflective stripes, on both sides of the upper skirts are sewn additional pockets fastened on 

the valve, and on both sides of the lower skirts are inclined pockets. The back side has two 

parts, the place of connection has the l high visibility retroreflective stripes. The sleeve has a 

single part, the ending is processed with 5 cm long rubber cuff. Collar strip, 8 cm long. The coat 

is fastened with a hidden tractor zipper, including a collar. The shoulder, collar and zipper are 

designed with a 0.5 cm cuff. On the collar is the hood which is fastened with the pins. Inside 

part is warm, the total length: on the hips. Color: grey with blue. 8-10cm on the chest pocket 

and A 4-size printer on the back. Texture: 100% polyester, laminated cloth, grammage - 180 gr 

(±10gr).  Inside with warmer (synthpone). Grammage - 200 gr(±10gr).  



 

 

3. Men's working pants are thin straight, dropped. The additional pockets on the front. At the 

beginning and end of the knee is approximately 3 cm long high visibility retroreflective stripes. 

On the back side of the trousers has two overheads (16 + 13). The trouser belt is 4 cm. The back 

part of the belt is made of rubber. The trousers have 5 belt place, the pants are fastened with 

the zipper and one button. Color: grey. Texture: 100% cotton, grammage - 230 gr. (± 5). 

 

 

4. Men's working pants are thick, straight. The additional pockets on the front. At the beginning 

and end of the knee is approximately 3 cm long high visibility retroreflective stripes. On the 

back side of the trousers has two overheads (16 + 13). The trouser belt is 4 cm. The back part of 

the belt is made of rubber. The trousers have 5 belt place, the pants are fastened with the zipper 

and one button. Color: grey. Texture: 100% cotton, grammage – 350 gr. (± 5). 

 

 

5. Runic's long sleeve has a straight silhouette and two parts of the skirts, with the additional 

pocket, size (13,5-12,5), the back has two parts, coquettes. The sleeve is long and has single 

part, ending with a 7 cm cuff. The length of the cuff is 7 cm. The collar is overlaid. The cuff 

and the sleeve are worked with the adhesive canvas. The cuff, the collar and the shoulder lined 

with a 0,5 cm gauge girdle. Last cut off  is with 1 cm dual folded.Runic is fastened with a tractor 

zipper. Cloth color: grey. Texture: 100% cotton. Grammage - 230 gr. (±10gr). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Engineer (N 2) 

 

1. Men's shirt with a short sleeve of polo style. Done in one color T-shirt, has a straight silhouette. It has 

three buttons. The sleeve is short. Ending with rubber cuff. At the end it has a 2 cm fold. Collar is 

overlaid. Color: grey melange. 8-10 cm logo embroidery on the chest. A 4 embroidery on the back. 

Texture: 100% cotton. Grammage - 180 gr. (±10gr). 

2. The coat is short, has a straight silhouette, the work is made in two colors, 3 cm retroreflective stripes, 

on the upper skirts are swen additional pockets fastened with the valve, and on both sides of the lower 

skirts are inclined pockets. The back side is in two parts, joining point has sewn retroreflective stripes. 

The sleeve is one parted and the ending has 5 cm long cuff. The sleeve has one color. The coat ends 

with a 5 cm rubber cuff. The collar like a pillar, 8 cm long. The coat is fastened with a hidden tractor 

zipper, including a collar. The shoulders, the collar and the zipper are designed with a 0,5 cm cuff. On 

the collar is the hood which is fastened with pins. Inside part is warmened, the total length of the hip. 

Color: Blue Grey. 8-10cm pocket on the chest and A 4-size printer on the back. Texture: 100% 

polyester, laminated cloth, grammage - 180 gr (±10gr). With warm (synthpone). Grammage - 200 

grams 

3. The waistcoat has a straight silhouette, the work is done in two colors, on the upper and lower part of 

the connecting area is 3 cm high visibility retroreflective stripes. It has inclined pockets on the lower 

skirt. The back has two sides, the coquette and the lower part of the different colors, the place of 

connecting has high visibility retroreflective stripes. The tractor zipper is fastened to high visibility 

retroreflective stripes, including the collar. The shoulders of the collar and high visibility 

retroreflective stripes are designed with a 0,5 cm cuff are lined. On the collar is the hood which is 

fastened with pins. Inside part is warm and has the net. On the front skirt 8-10cm and on the back A 4-

size printer. Color: Blue with grey. Length: hip. Texture: 100% polyester, laminated cloth, grammage - 

180 gr. (±10gr). 

 



The Record Keeper (N 3) 

 

1-2 shirt with a short and a long sleeve. Color: grey melange. 8-10-cm print on the chest. Texture: 100% cotton. 

In the case of a long-sleeved t-shirt, the design and cloth remain unchanged, only the sleeve gets longer. 

2. The Coat is long, has a straight silhouette, the work is done in two colors, the upper part has 3 cm high visibility 

retroreflective stripes. The back side has two parts, the place of connection has the high visibility retroreflective 

stripes. The sleeve has one part. In the upper part of the shoulder has a second colored tissue. On the left side of 

the chest has a locked pocket that is fastened with zipper. On both sides, the pockets are cut. Collar strip, 8 cm 

long. The jacket is tied to a hidden tractor zipper, including a collar. The shoulders, the collar and zipper are lined 

with a 0,5 cm long cuff. On the collar, the hood is fastened with pins. The total length - below the hip. Color: 

grey blue. 8-10cm on the chest and back with A 4 size printer. Texture: 100% polyester, laminated cloth, 

grammage - 180 gr (±10gr).   Inside with warmer (synthpone). Grammage -  200 gr(±10gr).    

3. The waistcoat has a straight silhouette, the work is done in two colors, on the upper and lower part of the 

connecting area is 3 cm high visibility retroreflective stripes, we have inclined pockets on the lower skirt. There 

back has two parts, coquets. The front and back parts are different colors, the place is connected with the high 

visibility retroreflective stripes. The shoulders, the collar and zipper are lined with a 0,5 cm long cuff. On the 

collar, the hood is fastened with pins. The total length - below the hip. Color: grey blue. 8-10cm on the chest and 

back with A 4 size printer. Texture: 100% polyester, laminated cloth, grammage - 180 gr (±10gr).    

4. Bag, blue color is fastened with clapp, a belt type handle that is attached to a bag with metal or plastic carbine. 

The previous side has a 10 cm logo printer. Color: blue. Texture: 100% polyester. 

 



Business Centre Manager (N 4) 

  

1. Men's shirt has a long sleeve and straight silhouette. Two skirts, two additional pockets. The 

back has the two parts, the coquette. The sleeve is long, has single part, ends with a 7 cm cuff. 

The length of the cuff is 7 cm. The collar is overlaid. The cuff and the collar are prpocessed 

with the adhesive cloth. The cuff, collar and shoulders are designed with a 0.5 cm cuff. Last 

fold has 1 cm double fold. The shirt is fastened with 6 buttons, white stripes. Cloth color: white. 

Texture: 60% (± 5%) Cotton, 40% (± 5%) Polyester, Grammage - 120 gr(±10gr). 

 

2. The men's jacket. The skirts are trimmed with a triangle cleavage. In the lower part of the left 

tray, the pocket of the trunk and the lower part of the two valve pockets. The backs are two. 

The jacket has the lining. It is fatened with two buttons. Texture: 65% (± 5%) polyester, 35% 

(± 5%), viscose. Grammage - 190 gr. (±10gr). 

 

 

3. The waistcoat has a straight silhouette, the work is done in two colors, has a straight silhouette, 

the work is done in two colors, on the upper and lower part of the connecting area is 3 cm high 

visibility retroreflective stripes, we have inclined pockets on the lower skirt. The back has the 

two sides, the coquette and the lower part have the different colors, and the place of connecting 

has high visibility retroreflective stripes. The coat is fastened with a hidden tractor zipper, 

including a collar. The shoulder, collar and zipper are designed with a 0.5 cm cuff. On the collar 

is the hood which is fastened with the pins. Inside part is warm, the total length: on the hips. 

Color: grey with blue. 8-10cm on the chest pocket and A 4-size printer on the back. Texture: 

100% polyester, laminated cloth, grammage - 180 gr (±10gr). 



4. Waterproof coat, coat has a straight silhouette, the work is done in two colors, on the upper 

and lower part of the connecting area is 3 cm high visibility retroreflective stripes, on the lower 

skirts we have the inclined pockets, 3 cm high visibility retroreflective stripes in one row. The 

back has the two parts, the coquette and the lower part has the different colors, the place of 

connecting has lights. The sleeve has two parts. The coat is fastened with a tractor zipper, 

including a collar. The shoulder, collar and zipper are designed with a 0.5 cm cuff. On the collar 

is the hood which is fastened with the pins. Inside part is warm, the total length: covers hips. 

Texture: 100% polyester, laminated cloth, grammage - 180 gr (±10gr). 

 

5. The coat long, has a straight silhouette, the work is made in two colors, 3 cm high visibility 

retroreflective stripes, on both sides of the upper skirts are sewn additional pockets fastened on 

the valve, and on both sides of the lower skirts are inclined pockets. The back side has two 

parts, the place of connection has the high visibility retroreflective stripes. The sleeve has a 

single part, the ending is processed with 5 cm long rubber cuff. Collar strip, 8 cm long. The coat 

is fastened with a hidden tractor zipper, including a collar. The shoulder, collar and zipper are 

designed with a 0.5 cm cuff. On the collar is the hood which is fastened with the pins. Inside 

part is warm, the total length: on the hips. Color: grey with blue. 8-10cm on the chest pocket 

and A 4-size printer on the back. Texture: 100% polyester, laminated cloth, grammage - 180 gr 

(±10gr).  Inside with warmer (synthpone). Grammage - 200 gr (±10gr). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Security (N 5) 

 

1. Men's tie, factory production, standard width (not narrow). Color - grey. 

 

2. Men's shirt with a sleeve of straight silhouette. Two skirts, two part of back, coockettes. The 

sleeves long, single-parted, ending with a 7 cm cuff. The length of the cuff is 7 cm. The collar 

is over with  the pillar. The cuff and the sleeve are worked with the adhesive canvas. The 

cuff, the collar and the shoulder lined with a 0,5 cm gauge girdle. Last cut off  is with 1 cm 

dual folded. The shirt is fastened with six white buttons. Color: white. Texture: 60% (± 5%) 

cotton, 40% (± 5%) polyester. Grammage - 120 gr. (±10gr). 

 

 

3. Men's jacket. The skirts are trimmed with a triangle cleavage. In the lower part of the left 

tray, the pocket of the trunk and the lower part of the two valve pockets. The backs are two. 

The jacket has the lining. It is fatened with two buttons. Texture: 65% (± 5%) polyester, 35% 

(± 5%), viscose. Grammage - 190 gr. (±10gr). 

 

4. Men's classic pants, straight silhouette is dropped. Inclined pockets worked on the front part. 

In the middle part of the front side are layers. On the upper side of the back side are cut two 

pockets of two shorts that are fastened with buttons. The start of trousers are 4 cm long and 

are treated with corsage. At the start is sewn six cm thick belt area. The pants is fastened with 

zipper,on one button and with a metal dug. Color: dark blue. Texture: 65% (± 5%), viscose, 

35% (± 5%) polyester. Grammage -  190 gr. (±10gr). 



Manager of Zone  (N 6) 

 

 
 

 

1. T-shirt with a short and long sleeve of men's shirt polo style, done in 2 colors, shirt is a straight 

silhouette, is fastened with 3 butttons and shirt has short sleeve. The ending has rubber cuff, 

collar folded. The cuff and the collar are made in the different colors, the ending is folded with 

2 cm. Color: grey Blue. Texture: 100% cotton, grammage - 180 gr. (±10gr). In the case of long 

shirt, design and tissue are same, only the length of the sleeve is changed to the wrist. 

 

 

2. The coat long, has a straight silhouette, the work is made in two colors, 3 cm high visibility 

retroreflective stripes on both sides of the upper skirts are sewn additional pockets fastened on 

the valve, and on both sides of the lower skirts are inclined pockets. The back side has two 

parts, the place of connection has the high visibility retroreflective stripes. The sleeve has a 

single part, the ending is processed with 5 cm long rubber cuff. Collar strip, 8 cm long. The coat 

is fastened with a hidden tractor zipper, including a collar. The shoulder, collar and zipper are 

designed with a 0.5 cm cuff. On the collar is the hood which is fastened with the pins. Inside 

part is warm, the total length: on the hips. Color: grey with blue. 8-10cm on the chest pocket 

and A 4-size printer on the back. Texture: 100% polyester, laminated cloth, grammage - 180 

gr(±10gr). Inside with Warmer (synthpone). Grammage - 200 gr (±10gr). 

 

 

 

 



3. The waistcoat has a straight silhouette, the work is done in two colors, on the upper and lower 

part of the connecting area is 3 cm high visibility retroreflective stripes, we have inclined 

pockets on the lower skirt. The back has the two sides, the coquette and the lower part have 

the different colors, and the place of connecting has high visibility retroreflective stripes. The 

coat is fastened with a hidden tractor zipper, including a collar. The shoulder, collar and zipper 

are designed with a 0.5 cm cuff. On the collar is the hood which is fastened with the pins. Inside 

part is warm, the total length: on the hips. Color: grey with blue. 8-10cm on the chest pocket 

and A 4-size printer on the back. Texture: 100% polyester, laminated cloth, grammage - 180 gr 

(±10gr).    

 

4. Waterproof coat, coat has a straight silhouette, the work is done in two colors, on the upper 

and lower part of the connecting area is 3 cm high visibility retroreflective stripes, on the lower 

skirts we have the inclined pockets, 3 cm high visibility retroreflective stripes in one row. The 

back has the two parts, the coquette and the lower part has the different colors, the place of 

connecting has lights. The sleeve has two parts. The coat is fastened with a tractor zipper, 

including a collar. The shoulder, collar and zipper are designed with a 0.5 cm cuff. On the collar 

is the hood which is fastened with the pins. Inside part is warm, the total length: covers hips. 

Texture: 100% polyester, laminated cloth, grammage - 180 gr (±10gr). 

 

 

5. Bags blue color is fastened with clapp, a belt type handle that is attached to a bag with metal or 

plastic carbine. It has a 10 cm logo printer. Color: blue. Texture: 100% polyester. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chancellery (N 7) 

 

1. Shirt with long sleeves for women with the half-billed silhouette. The skirts have been 

designed in the breast area. The shirt is fastened with five white buttons. The back has one 

part. A single part of sleeve ends with a double cuff and is fastened with a white button. The 

cuff is made with a thin adhesive. The collar is molded with thick adhesive. The last piece of 

the shirt has 1 cm double fold. The collar and the sleeve are lined with a 1 mm stitch. The 

sleeve - long, one-sided ends with a 5 cm cuff. Cloth color: white, collar - blue. Texture: 60% 

(± 5%) cotton, 40% (± 5%) polyester. Grammage - 120 gr. (±10gr). 

 

2. Woman knitted jacket with the semi-billed silhouette. The cleavage on the skirts is a 

triangular shape. The skirts are made of breast and waist extraction. The jacket is fastened 

with three buttons and sticks. The fringes are processed by 1 mm design. Tightly knitted 

cloth. From the rubber shift to the wile wax. Fastener on the button. Color: dark blue. 

Texture: wool - not less than 25%, the remaining chemical fibers. Grammage - 450 gr. 

(±10gr). 

 

 

 



Monitoring (N 8) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. shirt with a short and long sleeve of men's shirt polo style, done in one color, shirt hass a straight 

silhouette, is fastened with 3 butttons and shirt has short sleeve. The ending has rubber cuff, 

collar folded. The cuff and the collar are made in the different colors, the ending is folded with 

2 cm. Color: grey melange. Texture: 100% cotton, grammage - 180 gr. (±10gr). In the case of 

long shirt, design and tissue are same, only the length of the sleeve is changed to the wrist. 

 

2. The coat is short, has a straight silhouette, the work is made in two colors, 3 cm high visibility 

retroreflective stripes, on both sides of the upper skirts are sewn additional pockets fastened on 

the valve, and on both sides of the lower skirts are inclined pockets. The back side has two 

parts, the place of connection has the high visibility retroreflective stripes. The sleeve has a 

single part, the ending is processed with 5 cm long rubber cuff. Collar strip, 8 cm long. The coat 

is fastened with a hidden tractor zipper, including a collar. The shoulder, collar and zipper are 

designed with a 0.5 cm cuff. On the collar is the hood which is fastened with the pins. Inside 

part is warm, the total length: on the hips. Color: grey with blue. 8-10cm on the chest pocket 

and A 4-size printer on the back. Texture: 100% polyester, laminated cloth, grammage - 180 gr 

(±10gr). Inside with warmer (synthpone). Grammage - 200 gr (±10gr).  



 

3. The waistcoat has a straight silhouette, the work is done in two colors, on the upper and lower 

part of the connecting area is 3 cm high visibility retroreflective stripes, we have inclined 

pockets on the lower skirt. The back has the two sides, the coquette and the lower part have 

the different colors, and the place of connecting has high visibility retroreflective stripes. The 

coat is fastened with a hidden tractor zipper, including a collar. The shoulder, collar and zipper 

are designed with a 0.5 cm cuff. On the collar is the hood which is fastened with the pins. Inside 

part is warm, the total length: on the hips. Color: grey with blue. 8-10cm on the chest pocket 

and A 4-size printer on the back. Texture: 100% polyester, laminated cloth, grammage - 180 gr 

(±10gr).    

 

 

4. Waterproof coat, coat has a straight silhouette, the work is done in two colors, on the upper 

and lower part of the connecting area is 3 cm high visibility retroreflective stripes, on the lower 

skirts we have the inclined pockets, 3 cm high visibility retroreflective stripes in one row. The 

back has the two parts, the coquette and the lower part has the different colors, the place of 

connecting has lights. The sleeve has two parts. The coat is fastened with a tractor zipper, 

including a collar. The shoulder, collar and zipper are designed with a 0.5 cm cuff. On the collar 

is the hood which is fastened with the pins. Inside part is warm, the total length: covers hips. 

Texture: 100% polyester, laminated cloth, grammage - 180 gr (±10gr). 

 

5. Cap 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Driver (N 9) 

  

 

 

1-2 shirt with a short and a long sleeve. color: grey melange. 8-10-cm print on the chest. Texture: 100% 

cotton. In the case of a long-sleeved t-shirt, the design and cloth remain unchanged, changes only the 

sleeve length. 

 

 

2. The coat is short, has a straight silhouette, the work is made in two colors, 3 cm high visibility 

retroreflective stripes, on both sides of the upper skirts are sewn additional pockets fastened on the 

valve, and on both sides of the lower skirts are inclined pockets. The back side has two parts, the place 

of connection has the high visibility retroreflective stripes. The sleeve has a single part, the ending is 

processed with 5 cm long rubber cuff. Collar strip, 8 cm long. The coat is fastened with a hidden tractor 

zipper, including a collar. The shoulder, collar and zipper are designed with a 0.5 cm cuff. On the collar 

is the hood which is fastened with the pins. Inside part is warm, the total length: on the hips. Color: 

grey with blue. 8-10cm on the chest pocket and A 4-size printer on the back. Texture: 100% polyester, 

laminated cloth, grammage - 180 gr(±10gr). Inside with warm (synthpone). Grammage - 200 gr (±10gr).    



3. The waistcoat has a straight silhouette, the work is done in two colors, on the upper and lower part 

of the connecting area is 3 cm high visibility retroreflective stripes, we have inclined pockets on the 

lower skirt. The back has the two sides, the coquette and the lower part have the different colors, and 

the place of connecting has high visibility retroreflective stripes. The coat is fastened with a hidden 

tractor zipper, including a collar. The shoulder, collar and zipper are designed with a 0.5 cm cuff. On 

the collar is the hood which is fastened with the pins. Inside part is warm, the total length: on the hips. 

Color: grey with blue. 8-10cm on the chest pocket and A 4-size printer on the back. Texture: 100% 

polyester, laminated cloth, grammage - 180 gr (±10gr).    

 

 

4. Men's working pants are thin straight, dropped. The additional pockets on the front. At the 

beginning and end of the knee is approximately 3 cm long high visibility retroreflective stripes. On 

the back side of the trousers has two overheads (16 + 13). The trouser belt is 4 cm. The back part of 

the belt is made of rubber. The trousers have 5 belt place, the pants are fastened with the zipper and 

one button. Color: grey. Texture: 100% cotton, grammage - 230 gr. (± 5). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Security (N 10) 

 

1. Men's T-shirt with a short and long sleeve  polo style. Made in one color, T-shirt has a straight 

silhouette. It is fastened with three buttons. The short sleeve. Ending with rubber cuff. 

Finally is folded with a 2 cm fold. Collar overlaid. Color: blue. 8-10 cm logo embroidery on 

the chest. A 4 back embroidery on the back. Texture: 100% cotton. Grammage - 180 gr. 

(±10gr). 

 

2. The coat is short, has a straight silhouette, the work is made in two colors, 3 cm high visibility 

retroreflective stripes, on the upper skirts are swen additional pockets fastened with the 

valve, and on both sides of the lower skirts are inclined pockets. The back side is in two parts, 

joining point has sewn high visibility retroreflective stripes. The sleeve is one parted and the 

ending has 5 cm long cuff. The sleeve has one color. The coat ends with a 5 cm rubber cuff. 

The collar like a pillar, 8 cm long. The coat is fastened with a hidden tractor zipper, including 

a collar. The shoulders, the collar and the zipper are designed with a 0,5 cm cuff. On the 

collar is the hood which is fastened with pins. Inside part is warmened, the total length of the 

hip. Color: Blue Grey. 8-10cm pocket on the chest and A 4-size printer on the back. Texture: 

100% polyester, laminated cloth, grammage -180 gr(±10gr). Inside with warmer (synthpone). 

Grammage - 200 gr (±10gr).  

 



Senior Engineer  (N 11) 

 

 

1. The man's shirt is a long silhouette, two parts of the skirts, on the left skirt is made the 

tetrahedral pocket, the size (13,5-12,5) back has the two parts, the coquette. The sleeve is 

long, has single part, ends with a 7 cm cuff. The length of the cuff is 7 cm. The collar is 

overlaid. The cuff and the collar are prpocessed with the adhesive cloth. The cuff, collar and 

shoulders are designed with a 0.5 cm cuff. Last fold has 1 cm double fold. The shirt is fastened 

with 6 buttons, white stripes. Cloth color: white. Texture: 60% (± 5%) Cotton, 40% (± 5%) 

Polyester, Grammage - 120 gr. (±10gr). 

 

2. The coat has a long silhouette, the work is done in two colors, 3 cm high visibility 

retroreflective stripes on the upper part, both on the upper and lower skirt are the additional 

pockets, which are folded with the valve, and the bottom pockets have the side of the pad 

further pockets. The back has two parts, the connecting place has the high visibility 

retroreflective stripes. The sleeve has one part, the ending is processed with 5 cm long cuff. The 

collar has 8cm. The coat is fastened with a hidden tractor zipper, including a collar. The 

shoulder, collar and zipper are designed with a 0.5 cm cuff. On the collar is the hood which is 

fastened with the pins. Inside part is warm, the total length - below the hip. Color: Blue with 

grey. 8-10cm on the chest pocket and A 4-size printer on the back. Texture: 100% polyester, 

laminated cloth, grammage - 180 gr. (±10gr). Inside with warm (synthpone). Grammage - 200 

gr(±10gr). 

 

 



3. Waterproof coat, coat has a straight silhouette, the work is done in two colors, on the upper 

and lower part of the connecting area is 3 cm high visibility retroreflective stripes, on the lower 

skirts we have the inclined pockets, 3 cm high visibility retroreflective stripes in one row. The 

back has the two parts, the coquette and the lower part has the different colors, the place of 

connecting has high visibility retroreflective stripes. The sleeve has two parts. The coat is 

fastened with a tractor zipper, including a collar. The shoulder, collar and zipper are designed 

with a 0.5 cm cuff. On the collar is the hood which is fastened with the pins. Inside part is 

warm, the total length: covers hips. Texture: 100% polyester, laminated cloth, grammage - 180 

gr. (±10gr).  

 

 

4. The wasitcoat has a straight silhouette, the work is made in two colors, on the upper and lower 

part of the connecting area has 3 cm high visibility retroreflective stripes, we have inclined 

pockets on the lower skirt. The back has the two parts, the coquette and the lower part has the 

different colors, the place of connecting has high visibility retroreflective stripes. The sleeve 

has two parts. The coat is fastened with a tractor zipper, including a collar. The shoulder, collar 

and zipper are designed with a 0.5 cm cuff. On the collar is the hood which is fastened with 

the pins. Inside part is warm, the total length: on the hips. Color: Blue grey. Texture: 100% 

polyester, laminated cloth, grammage - 180 gr (±10gr). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chemist  (N 12) 

 

 

1. The blouse has a long sleeve of a straight silhouette. Two parts of skirts, two parts of back, 

coquettes. The sleeve is long and has single part. Sewn pockets on the sides. 8-10 cm on the 

chest and A4-size printer on the back. The collar is over by the pillar. The shoulders are lined 

with 0,5 cm cuff. The last fold has 1 cm dual folded. The blouse is fastened with press buttons. 

Color: white.Texture: 60% (± 5%) cotton, 40% (± 5%) polyester. Grammage - 120 gr (±10gr). 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Welder  (N 13) 

 

1.  shirt with a short sleeve. Color: grey Melange. 8-10-cm printon the chest. Texture: 100% 

cotton. In  

 

2. The thin whole overalls in the style of spacesuit (Thin whole combine). On the front side from 

the bosom to the collar fastened with zipper, covered with laces. The laces arefastened with a 

technical fastener. In the lower part of the buckle is sewn the additional pocket on both sides, 

pocket sizes 13-14 cm. At the head and end of the knee are 3 cm retroreflective stripes. On 

the top of the retroreflective stripes, on the two sides  are made of big additional pockets, size 

17-13 cm. These pockets have a valve with a different color. 8-10 cm print on the chest. The 

overalls is a single piece that is finished with a rubber tuck. The end of the trousers are with 

rubber tuck. The collar of the product and the side of the product is decorated with 0,5 cm 

stitch. The sewn side sizes are 0.1 cm wide. Color: claret. Texture: 100% cotton, fabric 

specially treated with fire-resistantand waterproof solution. Grammage 230 gr. (±10gr). 

 

Note: The overall must be waterproof as well as fire resistant.  

 

3. Thin whole overalls in style of spacesuit (Thick whole combine). On the front side from the 

bosom to the collar fastened with zipper, covered with laces. The laces are fastened with a 

technical fastener. In the lower part of the buckle is sewn the additional pocket on both sides, 

pocket sizes 13-14 cm. At the head and end of the knee are 3 cm retroreflective stripes. On 

the top of the retroreflective stripes, on the two sides  are made of big additional pockets, size 

17-13 cm. These pockets have a valve with a different color. 8-10 cm print on the chest. The 

overalls is a single piece that is finished with a rubber tuck. The end of the trousers are with 

rubber tuck. The collar of the product and the side of the product is decorated with 0,5 cm 



stitch. The sewn side sizes are 0.1 cm wide.Color: claret. Texture: 100% cotton, fabric 

specially treated with fire-resistantant, waterproof solution. Grammage - 350 gr. (±10gr). 

 

 

5. The coat is short, has a straight silhouette. The work is completed in one color. In the upper 

part is sewn the 3 cm retroreflective stripes. On up sides of the skirts are the additional 

pockets, which are fastened with the valve, and on both sides of the lower skirt are inclined 

pockets. The back has two parts. On the spot of the joining is sewn retroreflective stripes. The 

sleeve has one part. The ending is processed with a 5 cm long rubber cuff. Collar strip, sleeve 

is 8 cm long. The jacket is fastened with a hidden tractor zipper, including a collar. The 

shoulders, collar and zipper are fastened with a length of 0,5 cm long cuff. On the collar is 

attached the hood. Insided is warmed. Total length –onhip. Color: claret. Texture: 100% 

cotton, fabric specially treated with fire-resistantand waterproof solution. Grammage - 230 gr. 

(±10gr). 

 


